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Hard and Soft 'New Media' Effects on
Presidential Candidate Name Recall:
A Case Study
Jody Baumgartner and Jonathan S. Morris
East Carolina University
During the past decade the new media have fragmented
significantly,
making it more difficult
to discuss
the
genre as a single entity. This analysis employs a twowave panel study to examine the relationship
between
exposure to three genres of news media (traditional
news,
and both hard and soft new media) and candidate name
recall before and after the 2004 Iowa caucuses and New
Hampshire primary.
We find that traditional
news and
hard new media exposure are more linked to candidate
name recall, although not always in the same manner.
Contrary to conventional
wisdom, we also find that soft
new media exposure is not related to name recall, or political learning in general. An analysis of survey data
from the Pew Research Center supports our findings that
people learn from hard new media sources, but not from
soft new media.

H

ow do citizens learn who is running for president during
the pre-primary season? What role do various media
sources play in the process? These questions have important implications for scholars of campaigns and elections, the
media, and for candidates themselves. As one researcher claims,
"Ca ndidate s cannot win if they are not known" (Wayne,
2004: 124). This makes media exposure a sine qua non of any
campaign (Orren and Polsby 1987; Bartels 1988; Patterson
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1994). In a compressed primary season, candidates cannot meaningfully compete if they are not fairly well known at the start of
the campaign.
Therefore, primary candidates increasingly use a wide array
of techniques to appeal to the mass public, including "new media" sources such as the Internet, cable news, and a variety of
radio and television talk shows (Davis and Owen 1998; Fox and
Yan Sickel 200 I). For candidates, the appeal of new media outlets is to sidestep the shackles of traditional news and appeal to
potential voters through less conventional outlets. Is this strategy
effective in raising their profile?
In this study we focus on the relationship between the news
habits of citizens of a mid-sized southern town and their ability
to name candidates for the Democratic presidential nomination
in 2004. The research replicates a 1992 study that measured the
ability of citizens to name Democratic presidential hopefuls before and after the Iowa and New Hampshire delegate selection
events (Lenart, 1997). Among other things, that study found that
exposure to news coverage of these two nominating events had a
positive effect on the ability of citizens to learn candidate names.
While the earlier study measured overall media exposure as a
predictor of name recall, it did not examine the effects of specific
media sources. This approach was appropriate in l 992, but the
media environment has changed dramatically with the dawn of
the so-called "new media." Thus, an examination of how various
media types contribute to learning about presidential primary
candidates is warranted.
The research is important for several reasons. First, the study
demonstrates that it is increasingly difficult to make generalizations about the effects of the "new media" on citizenship. Using
factor analysis of the news habits of citizens, the study shows
that there are actually two distinct types of new media, hard and
soft news. Each has different effects on the ability of citizens to
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recall candidate names before and during the early primary season.
Second, the study contributes to the ongoing debate regarding the democratic utility of soft news in the modern American
media. Baum (2003, 2003b) has argued that political information
disseminated by soft news programs can foster a more engaged
citizenry. According to this argument, soft news has the potential
to bring previously disengaged and/or uninformed individuals
into the political process (Baum 2003; Davis and Owen 1998;
Grossman 1995; Margolis and Resnick 2000). However, critics
have suggested that the quantity and quality of useful political
information derived from soft news sources is suspect (Prior
2003). From this perspective, the effect of soft news on citizenship is benign at best. At worst, it potentially detracts from quality democratic participation by leading its consumers to
wrongfully believe that they are politically informed or knowledgeable (Hollander 1995).
Finally, our research addresses the question of whether recent efforts by primary candidates to raise their profile and increase their personal appeal through soft news appearances has
paid off. From December of2003 through the first early election,
candidates were visible on an array of soft news programs. If this
strategy was indeed successful, the evidence presented in our
analysis should illustrate that exposure to these types of programs is linked to increased name recall. Conversely, if our findings do not show a relationship between soft news exposure and
public familiarity with the field of Democratic candidates, then
candidate appearances on the soft news circuit may be an ineffectual campaign strategy.
\ ' 01.. 35 2007
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"New Media" Types and Early Presidential Primaries
Early studies on the effects of media coverage of the primary
season were restricted to traditional news media (Orren and
Polsby 1987; Bartels 1988; Lenart 1992; Patterson 1994). In particular, the focus was on coverage by network news (broadcast),
local news, and elite newspapers (e.g., The New York Times).
However, there has been a virtual explosion of media sources in
the past two decades ( e.g., cable television, the Internet, talk radio) , often referred to as "new media." A fragmentation within
the new media has created a further distinction within this genre
during the past decade.
In fact, there is a good deal of ambiguity as to what constitutes new media, and many new media sources share little in
common with one another. Paul Taylor, for example, noted years
ago that new media "runs the gamut from Entertainment Tonight
to C-Span" ( 1992, 40). Davis and Owen suggest that new media
are "mass communication forms with primarily nonpolitical origins that have acquired political roles," adding that in comparison to traditional media, "new media place a high premium on
entertainment" ( 1998, 7). This definition, however, becomes
compromised when they include cable news channels such as CSpan and CNN as new media. It is probably safe to say that very
few people consider C-Span entertaining.
Following Thomas Patterson (2000) and Matthew Baum
(2003), we suggest that new media can be seen as two fairly distinct genres: soft and hard news. Soft news is more entertainment-oriented, while hard news focuses primarily on public
affairs and policy issues. Many new media are soft news providers that lean much more toward entertaining than informing
(Baum 2003). Often referred to as "infotainment," examples include print tabloids, television news magazine programs, talk
shows (daytime or late-night), and gossip-driven television tabloids.
Tl!E JOURNAL
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Not all new media are soft news, however, and it is here that
a distinction must be made. Many new media are now acknowledged as legitimate, influential , and trustworthy political news
authorities. This includes many journalists on talk radio, the
Internet, and cable news. This is a change from the mid-I 990s,
when it was argued that "the new media rarely claim even the
pretense of a public service motivation" (Davis and Owen,
J998: 18). MSNBC's Hardball with Chris Matthews , for example, mixes coverage of daily political events with commentary.
This type of"hard" new media programming has the potential to
increase the public 's level of knowledge and engagement by offering policy-oriented information through more convenient
means (Grossman 1995).
Regarding soft news strategies in campaigns, it is clear that
presidential hopefuls think appearing in soft news venues can
help them get elected. Early examples of candidates using this
strategy to build name recognition include Ross Perot 's announcement of his candidacy on Larry King Live and Bill Clinton playing saxophone on Arsenio Hall in 1992. During the 2000
contest, both nominees appeared on Oprah during the general
election campaign to expose their more personal sides. George
W. Bush, for example, discussed his childhood , his favorite food ,
his history of alcohol abuse, and the birth of his daughters during
an hour-long discussion with Oprah. Policy issues, on the other
hand, were strictly off-limits.
But what effect does soft news have on the public 's knowledge of the candidates and beyond? From the candidates' perspective in a general election , appearances on soft news
programs seem to help. Baum's (2005) analysis of the 2000 general election campaign found that Bush and Gore's appearances
on soft news programs did offer the candidates an advantage by
making them appear more likeable to viewers identifying with
the opposing party . But does the public benefit in any way ?
VOL. 35 2007
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Some argue yes, suggesting that the proliferation of soft news
can facilitate a more engaged citizenry by educating the inattentive public on high-profile political issues. That is, people who
would otherwise not seek hard news can gain political knowledge from soft news coverage (Baum, 2003; 2003b; Brewer and
Cao, 2004). Thomas Patterson (2000) disputes this, suggesting
that soft news is replacing hard news, and that soft news does
little to contribute toward informing the public on policy issues.
In presidential primary contests, candidates also seem to believe they are helping their chances of winning by pursuing a
strategy of appearing in soft new media. During the 2004 Democratic presidential campaign, presidential hopefuls made any
number of appearances on soft news programs, especially during
the pre-primary phase. John Edwards announced his candidacy
on Comedy Central 's Daily Show with 1011 Stewart; Howard
Dean and Dick Gephardt also appeared on Stewart's show. Dean
even poked fun at his floundering campaign after Iowa by delivering a self-deprecating "Top-ten" list on The Late Show with
David Letterman titled, "Top Ten Ways I Can Turn My Campaign Around." Al Sharpton hosted NBC's Saturday Night Live;
and Wesley Clark, Gephardt, and Edwards made appearances on
ESPN's morning talk show, Cold Pizza.
In addition to candidate appearances in soft news programming, soft news hosts frequently talk about the field of presidential candidates and their activities on the campaign trail. There is,
for example, a seemingly endless stream of jokes on late-night
entertainment-oriented talk shows about presidential hopefuls.
Although it is possible that viewers derive little policy -based
knowledge from these discussions, it is just as probable to expect
that knowledge of who the candidates are would increase, especially among those who are not following the race via conventional means.
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The purpose of this project is to test the different effects of
soft and hard new media on a high-profile political event: the
early presidential nominating season . Based on the research discussed above, we expect that exposure to soft news and hard
news (new and traditional) will be positively associated with an
ability to recall the names of the Democratic candidates for
president. We do, however, expect some variation . We expect
hard news users to be more familiar with the field prior to the
Iowa caucu ses and New Hampshire primary. While soft news
expo sure should be positively associated with the ability to name
candidates , the- relationship should be weaker than that between
hard news exposure and name recall at this early stage. Following the first two high-profile primaries, however, we expect that
frenzied coverage in the soft news outlets will play a greater role
in educating its audience on the candidates in the field. As Matt
Baum (2003) noted, the soft news audience does not actively
seek to be educated about politics , but learns nevertheless during
times of high-profile political events. This process of learning ,
according to Baum, is an " incidental by-product " of seeking entertainment via soft news (p. 30) . For this reason, we expect the
soft news audience to display a level of knowledge similar to
that of the hard news audience after Jowa and New Hampshire.

Methodology
To assess how much citizens learn about the field of candidates from various news sources , we conducted a panel study of
residents of a mid-sized southern town. Subjects were randomly
selected out of the local telephone directory and contacted by
phone. 1 Willing participants were questioned about presidential
candidate name recall, news habits , and demographic characteristics. The survey was admini stered in two waves .2 The first
wave was designed to test the ability to list candidate name s the
week prior to the Iowa caucuses (held on January 19), between
VO L. 35 2007
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January 14 and January 18. The second wave was conducted after the New Hampshire primary (held on January 27) between
January 28 and February I. This second wave provided the opportunity to assess candidate name learning as a result of exposure to media coverage of the first two contests. A total of 402
respondents were contacted for the first wave of the survey and
250 (62.5%) were successfully re-contacted in the second wave.
Appendix A details the characteristics of the sample relative to
Census data. While there is an over-representation of males and
political independents, the sample is "not a homogenous, freakish, collective" (Nelson and Oxley, 1999: 1044), and the differ3
ences between the sample and the population are marginal.
While there are several ways to measure name recognition,
we focused on candidate name recall. Respondents were asked to
list as many candidates as they could remember, using no cognitive prompts. This was Lenart's strategy in 1992 and our approach as well. This measure is preferable because it allows for a
strict assessment of familiarity with the field. While it might be
suggested that the measure is too strict, it is important to remember that in the context of a presidential primary in which no incumbent is running, there are no information shortcuts like party
identification to help citizens distinguish between candidates.
Voting in a primary is, therefore, a more complex act, justifying
the more rigorous measure of name recall. In fact, using the
standard name recognition measure ("who would you vote for,"
followed by a list of names) in many respects measures a nonattitude, since most people do not know any but the most wellknown candidates (Asher 2004). Another advantage to measuring recall is that is also gave us the opportunity to assess candidate salience, by recording which candidates were mentioned
first.
To measure name recall and salience, we asked two openended questions in each survey. In the first wave, respondents
TIIE JOURN i\L OF POLITICAL
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were first asked to name one of the candidates seeking the Democratic nomination for president, and responses were recorded
exactly as given. Since recall is the most rigorous test of name
recognition, our decision rule for acceptance of a name was
rather generous; all that was required was that the respondent
offer the candidate's last name. 4 This question allowed us to
measure, if only imperfectly, which candidate (if any) was most
familiar to the respondent. This approach assumes that the most
recognizable candidates would be mentioned first, and while
strictly speaking that may not be a sound assumption, it did give
us a rough measure of candidate salience. 5 Subjects were then
asked if they could name any of the other Democratic presidential candidates; responses were, again, recorded exactly as given.
Candidate recall in the second wave was measured in a similar way, the exception being that the second question asked citizens to name any candidates that were either still in the race or
had recently dropped out. Combined with our media use measures, this second wave allows us to measure how much, if any,
citizens had learned about the field of candidates as the result of
media exposure.
The survey also included a battery of questions measuring
news habits. The questions measured use of network and local
TV news, cable news, newspapers, talk radio, late-night television (e.g., The Late Show with David letterman), news magazine
television shows, and the Jnternet. 6 While it is unlikely that party
identification would have an effect on familiarity with the field
of Democratic candidates, we did measure and control for partisanship in order to account for the fact that George W. Bush was
unchallenged for the Republican nomination. Demographic
characteristics were recorded as well, and used as control variables to account for the fact that political knowledge and learning are products of more than media exposure (see, for example,
VOL. 35 2007
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Campbell et al., 1960; Miller and Shanks, 1996). We turn next to
a discussion of our results.

Results
As implied above , definitions of new media center around
the multiplicity of newer media channels (e .g., cable, the Internet), and /or the content or general thrust of the programming of
these sources. In this study , the distinction between traditional
media and the two types of new media is based on a factor analysis of viewing habits of citizens. In other words, this is an explicitly citizen-centric typology. Since the research is behavioral , a
typology derived from these individual-level data is appropriate.
The principle components factor analysis presented in Table
I illustrates the dimensions of several new and traditional media
sources. Each item is taken from survey questions that asked respondents how often they used a given news source ( I = never; 2
= hardly ever; 3 = sometimes; 4 = regularly , see Appendix B for
question wording on items Q2.2). As we expected , the principle
components analysis uncovered no clear new versus traditional
media distinction. Instead of only two significant factors, there
are actually four. A clear traditional media factor does become
evident , but new media are spread among the remaining three
factors . One major difference, however , does emerge among
these three factors - soft news versus hard news. The first two
new media factors, cable news and the talk radio / Internet factor ,
are clearly hard news sources. The last factor , which contains
entertainment news magazine shows and entertainment-oriented
talk shows, is of a softer nature.
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Table I
Factor Analysis of Media Source
Cell entries are principle component factors (varimax rotat10n)

Sauret

CNN
MSNBC
Fox News

Factor I
(Hard New)

Factor 2
(Traditional)

Factor J
(Hard New)

82
.85
.57

Network TV News
Local TV News
Daily Newspaper

-.80
- 73
-.48

Talk Radio
Intemet News

.88
.41

Late Night TV Talk shows

92
29

TV En1enainmen1 Newsmagazines

Eigenvalue

Factor 4

(Soft New)

2.50

1.57

1.15

1.02

Based on the findings from Table I, three additive indices
were created as indicators of news exposure. The first index is
traditional media (TM), which includes network TV news, local
TV news, and daily newspaper. The second is "hard" new media
(HNM), meaning cable news, the Internet, and talk radio. The
final index comprised of "soft" new media (SNM), which includes entertainment TV news magazines and late-night entertainment talk shows. For each index, higher values represent
greater levels of exposure to that news genre. The purpose of
creating these items is to accurately measure exposure to the
news source as well as avoid threats of multicollinearity that accompany including too many media exposure items in an explanatory model.

YOJ.. 35 2007
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Table 2 provides a look at predictors of overall name recall.
The dependent variable in this table is a count of the number of
names listed before and after Iowa and New Hampshire. Because
the dependent variable is a numeric count that can only take on a
limited number of non-negative integers, a negative binomial
7
maximum likelihood estimation is conducted. The first column
of estimates show that, when controlling for several factors, exTable 2
Negative Binomial Model of Number of Names Recalled
Before and After IA & NH

N11mberof Ca11didatesNamed
Before IA & NH
Traditional media
New media' (sofi news)
New media (hard news)
Sex
Age

Race
Education

Party ID

l>o
Over dispersion estmate
N
LL
Chi-Sq.

.o6c.om
.01 (.03)
.07 (.02) t
. 15 (.11) t
.01 (.00)
.22 (. 16) T
27 (.04) t
-.05 (.05)
-2. 14(J7)t
.09 (.04) t
219
-429 64
91.26+

t p <. 10, t p < .05, t p < .OJ (one-tailed

After IA & NH
05 (.03) t
02 (.04)
.04 (.02) t
. 13 (.12)
.00 (.00)
21 ( . I 8)
15 (.05) t
.04 ( 06)
-103 (.40) t
.24 (.07) t
219
-47171
35.46+

test). Standard errors in parentheses .

posure to traditional media and HNM is strongly associated with
the ability to name a larger number of candidates before the Iowa
caucuses and New Hampshire primary. SNM exposure, however,
is not significantly related to a respondent's ability to name candidates. These findings were both expected and unexpected. It
was expected that exposure to hard news via new and traditional
sources would have a stronger effect on the ability to name canTIIE JOURNAL
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didates than SNM, but a lack of any significant relationship between SNM exposure and the dependent variable was not expected. Following the two election contests, however, we did
expect to see a stronger relationship between SNM exposure and
the ability to name candidates develop as less politically engaged
respondents picked up information from entertainment-based
programs. But, as the second column of estimates shows, while
both hard news indices remained significant, no such trend developed.
Proponents of the benefits of SNM argue that it is the disinterested public that gain political knowledge from using soft
sources (Baum 2003, 2003b). Thus, it is important that we lookbeyond the results presented in Table 2. Typically, it is the more
educated members of the public that are most politically knowledgeable and engaged. Looking back at Table 2, our results certainly reflect that relationship, as education has the greatest
impact on the number of candidates a respondent can name.
Thus, we should expect SNM exposure to have a more significant impact on those with less education. Table 3, however, does
not bear out this expectation.
When the sample is broken down into those with a college
education and those without, it can be seen that the effect of
SNM remains insignificant before and after the Iowa caucuses
and New Hampshire primary. On the other hand, HNM as well
as traditional media remain significant in almost every instance.
HNM remains significant even for those respondents with less
education, a finding that indicates it is not only the educated
population that are taking advantage of cable news, Internet
news, and talk radio.
If we look beyond the field of Democratic candidates as a
whole and focus on name recall for specific candidates, does
SNM play a more significant role? As the results in Tables 4 and
5 demonstrate, the effects of SNM again are extremely limited.
\'OJ..
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Controlling for various demographic and attitudinal characteristics, these models are used to predict whether or not a particular
candidate name could be recalled (I = yes; 0 = no). Table 4
models name recall before the Iowa Caucuses and New Hampshire Primaries. 8 In almost each instance, use of new and traditional hard news is positively related to a respondent's ability
to recall a candidate. SNM exposure, on the other hand, is insignifiTable 3
Negative Binomial Model of Number of Names Recalled
Before and After IA & NH, by Education
Number o/Ca11didates Named
Before IA & NH

Tradilional media
New media (soft)
New media (hard)

Sex
Age
Race
Party ID

p

Over d1spers1onest.
N

LL
Chi-Sq.

t p <. IO, t

p < .05,

No College
Education

College
Education

.06 (.04)t
04 (.05)
.07 (.02):j:
26 (. 17)t
01 (.00)
42 ( .23)t
-03 (. 10)
-2 12 (.54):j:
37 (. 12):j:
161
-280 .02
34.70:j:

08( .02):j:
-01(.03)
.07( .02)t
. 14 (. I0)t
01 (.00)t
21 (. 17)
-. 12 (.05)t
- 66 (.34)
.06 (.04)t
195
-406.84
55.29:j:

t p < .01 (one-tailed

After/A & NH

No College
£d11catio11
04 (.05)
06 (06)
.05 (.03)t
.42 (.21)t
01 (.0l)t
46 (.28)t
.04 (. 11)
-1.50 (.63):j:
34 (. 14):j:
99
-193 .01
19 85t

College
Education

.05 (.03)T
.04 (.05)
.05 (.02)t
-.03 (. 14)
- 00 (.00)
.03 (23)
.02 (.07)
.07 (.45)
. 14 (.06):j:
122
-275 .08
12.70T

test) Standard errors in parentheses .

cant for each candidate except Howard Dean. The relationship between SNM exposure and recall of Dean is not all too surprising
because, as the long-time frontrunner leading up to Iowa, his poor
showing and infamous "Dean Scream'' speech was fodder for discussion on many SNM programs, especially late-night talk shows
(Crowley and Potter, 2005).
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Table 4
Logi stic Model of Naming Candidate s Before LA & N H
Kerry

Trad1t1onal media
New media (soft)
New media (hard)
Sex
Age
Race
Education
Party ID

Po
N
LL
Chi-Sq.

14 (.06)t
- 06 (08)
13 ( 04)t
34 (.26)T
.03 (01 )t
85 ( 43)t
46 ( 12)t
- 01 (.15)
-6 86 (1.03)t
351
-20 I 99
71 24+

Edwards

30 ( 06)t
-.02 (08)
05 ( 04)
03 ( 26)
02 (.Ol)t
73 (J8)t
42( .12)t
- 14 (.16)
-5.35 (95)t
351
-200 .60
64 60t

Note The dependent 1anables were coded as dumnues (I
wording

Clark

Dean

. 15 ( 06)t
. 15 ( 09)t
09 ( 04)t
49 ( 26)t
02( .0I)t
.93 (J9)t
65 ( 12)
05 ( 16)
-6.82 ( I 03)t
351
-194 55
83 04t

00 ( 07)
- 01 ( 10)
08 ( 05)t
10 ( 31)
02(01)t
80 (53)T
.48(13)t
- 29 ( I7)t
-5 16 ( I 12)t
351
-166 48
31 2Jt

= candidate named, 0

T p < . I0, t p < .05, t p < 01 (one-tailed test) Standard errors m parentheses.

Lieberman

Cephardl

11 ( 08)T
01 ( 10)
. 13 ( 05)t
29 ( 34)
-00(0 1)
47 (.54)
62 ( 16)t
- 29 ( I 8)t
-6 46 ( I 26Jt
351
-148 72
38 93t

15 ( 07)t
10 ( 09)
11 ( 04)t
29 ( 28)
03 ( 01 )t
61 ( 42)T
.32 (12)t
- 18 ( 15)
-6 74 (! 05)t
351
-194 20
S5 62+

= candidate not named) See Appendix 8 for question
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Table 5 examines the association between media exposure
and the probability that a respondent teamed a candidate's name
during the coverage of Iowa and New Hampshire. Thus, each
model is run only on those respondents who did not name that
candidate in the first wave of the survey. In this case, the dependent variable is whether or not a respondent learned the candidate's name ( I = yes; 0 = no). Gephardt and Lieberman both
dropped out of the race after Iowa and New Hampshire (respectively) and, thus, were dropped from the analysis. Surprisingly,
the media exposure variables are mostly insignificant. This is
Table 5
Logistic Model of Name Learning Following IA & NH
Kerry
Traditional
New (soil)
New (hard)
Sex
Age
Race
Educauon
Party ID

~"
N

LL
Chi-Sq

lP < .IO. tp

.05 ( 10)
. 14 (.13)
.08 (.07)
-.23 (.43)
01 (.01)
.33 (.56)
.48 (. 19)t
.30 (.24)
-4. 17 (I .39)t
130
-79.49
16.0lt

Edwards
• 11 ( 15)
19 (. 17)
03 (.09)
-47 ( 55)
03 (02)
.33 (.84)
.07 (.25)
.33 (.34)
-2 92 (l.74)t
76
-45 .70
4.88

Clark

Dean
19 (. 14)T
-06 (. 16)
01 (.08)
-.45 (.53)
- 02 (.02)
- 07 (.67)
53 (.25)t
-10(33)
-2.37 ( 1.84 )i
83
-51.12
8.43

.25 (. I 2)t
- 10 (. 13)
09( .07JT
.66 (.48)
.02 ( .Ol)t
61 (.71)
. 15 ( 19)
.58 (.24)t
-8.03 ( 1.78)t
175
-80 .16
30.2Jt

< 05. +p < .01 (one-tailed test). Standard errors in parentheses .

partially a function of the fact that the models were only run only
on individuals who did not name a candidate before Iowa; thus,
the N is diminished. Nevertheless, existing theory about SNM
would lead us to expect that during this time, SNM consumers
would become familiarized with the field. Our evidence, however, does not support this idea. SNM usage is an insignificant
predictor of learning the names of each of the candidates listed in
Table 5.
TITE JOURNAL
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Media coverage of presidential primary contests focuses
more on the frontrunners than those at the back of the pack. This
is certainly understandable with TM, as the candidates with a
greater chance of winning the nomination are the most newsworthy. The same expectation can also be applied to SNM, as the
entertainment value diminishes if coverage focuses on lesserknown candidates that are off the public's radar. Table 6 displays
the results of a logit analysis where media exposure was used to
predict whether or not a respondent named one of the "frontrunners" before another candidate (I = named Kerry, Dean, or EdTable 6
Logistic Model of "Frontrunner" Salience
Before and After IA & NH
Fro11111111ner
Named First
(Kerry, Edwards, or Denn)
Before IA & NH•
Traditional media
New media (soil news)
New media (hard news)
Age

Race
Education
Pany ID

Pn
N
LL
Chi-Sq .

.09 (.05)t
-.04 (.07)
• 08 (.03)t
-.0l (.01 )t
.24 (.35)
· . 12 (. 10)
-.12 (. 12)
2 43 (.85)t
272

-107.43
12 301

After IA & NH*
· .05 (.09)
.03 (.12)
.07 (.06)
.00 (.01)
· 02 (.58)
.03 (.15)
.09 (.20)
69 (1.30)
173
.J 1.33
2 .15

• 1 = Kerry , Edwards , or Dean mentioned by respondent first: 0 = another
candidate mentioned first (dropped if no candidate was named) .
Tp < . l 0, tp < .05, t p < .0 I (one-tailed test) . Standard errors in parentheses .

wards, first; 0 = named some other candidate first). This analysis
was only run on respondents who named at least one candidate
(those who named zero were dropped). As the first column of
estimates shows, use of TM increases the probability that a frontVOL.
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runner would be named first, but there is again no significant
effect for SNM. HNM exposure is a significant predictor, but in
the opposite direction. That is, use of non-traditional hard news
significantly increases the salience of less-competitive candidates. It is here that hard new and traditional media differ, and
these findings point to the possibility that cable and Internet
news does open up the process and give more obscure candidates
a better chance to effectively get their names out amongst the
mass public. It is important to note, however, that this relationship does not persist after Iowa and New Hampshire-an indication that the benefits of HNM may be short lived, especially as
the onslaught of TM coverage intensifies.

Beyond the Primaries

To further confirm our findings on the learning potential
of exposure to HNM and SNM on a national sample, we
look beyond the primaries and turn our attention to knowledge of specific issues and events. To accomplish this, we
analyze data collected in the spring of 2004 by the Pew Research Biennial Media Consumption Survey. In addition to
collecting data on exposure to dozens of media sources, the
survey also includes items that test political knowledge.
The items we examine are knowledge of (a) the majority
party in the U.S. House of Representatives, (b) the organization responsible for the 9/11 terrorist attacks, and (c)
what happened in the trial of Martha Stewart (see Appendix
B, Part III for exact question wording). Based on our findings presented thus far, we expect that exposure to hard
new and traditional media to be positively associated with
knowledge of the majority party in the House and the organization responsible for the 9/11 attacks. We also expect
that exposure to SNM will negatively correlate with these
TIIE JOURN/\L
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two ·' hard " news knowledge items . For the third item ,
knowledge of the outcome of the Martha Stewart trial (a
·'soft" news story), we expect SNM exposure to have a
positive effect. The media exposure items were created by
construct ing additive indices from several survey questions
on how often the respondent used a given source of news ( 1
==never; 2 ==hardly ever; 3 = sometimes; 4 = regularly). By
drawing from the comprehensive Pew survey, we were able
to include a wider array of media exposure items in the
survey . For the specific items and question wording, see
Appen dix B, Part [[J.
Tab le 7 illustrates the effect of media exposure on knowledge of the three issue outlined above. Traditional media expoTable 7
Logistic Model of Issue Knowledge (Pew Data)
Know Mniori1y
Party in U.S.
Ho11seof Represenrnrives

(I

Traditional med. index
Son new med index
Hard new med. index
Age

Race
Income
Education
Sex
Party ID

Pu
N

LL
Chi-Sq.

Know Orgnnizn1ionResponsible
for 9/ I I Auacks
(I = yes: 0 = 110)

KnowMnrthn
Stelvart ·was
Fo11ndG11ilty
(I = yes;0 = no)

= yes: 0 = 110)

10( .02)+
- 06 (.03)t
02 (.02)
.01 (.OO)t
.58(.19)t
.11 (.04)t
.26 (.05)t
.46(.14)t
-.02 (.04)
-4.03 (.49)t
I 164
-658.41
201.97t

.05 (.02)t
-.04 (.03)
.05 (.03)t
-.02 ( 01 )t
.55 (.22)t
10 (.04)t
.35 (.06)t
.59 (. I 8)t
.00(05)
-1.22 (.55)t
I 164
-482 .24
155 28t

02 (.02)
04 ( 03)T
02 (.03)
01 ( OO)t
.50 (.22)t
. 14 ( 04)t
.26 (.06)t
-.43 (. l7)t
. 11 (.05)t
-2. 16 (57)
I 164
-472.25
81.57t

1P < . 10. t p < .05. tp < .OJ (two-tailed test). Standard errors in parentheses
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sure is significantly related to knowledge of the majority party in
the U.S. House as well as Al Qaeda's role in the 9/11 attacks.
The HNM index is positively related to knowledge of Al Qaeda,
but not the majority party in the House. SNM exposure, on the
other hand, has a significant negative effect on knowledge of the
House majority and is unrelated to knowledge of Al Qaeda.
SNM usage does positively associate with knowledge of the
Martha Stewart verdict, while the hard news items do not. Overall, these findings indicate that people can draw information
from SNM sources, but this knowledge is limited to news of a
soft nature that lacks legitimate public affairs content, like the
Martha Stewart trial.
Finally, as noted earlier, the great potential of SNM is that it

Table 8
Ordered Logit Model of Vote Frequency (Pew Data)
Voting Frequency
{I = never ; 2 = seldom: 3 = pnrt of
the time : 4 = near(v always :

5 = nlwa •s

Traditional media index
Soft new med1amdex
Hard new media mdex
Age

Race ( l = white;0 = nonwhite)
Income
Education
Sex ( I = male; 0 = female)
Party ID ( I = st.dem...5 = st.rep)
constant I
constant 2
constant 3
constant 4

T p < I 0, t p < .05,

Tll E JOURNAL

+p <

09 (.02)!
-05 (.02)t
04(.02)t
.04 (.00)t
. 13 (.17)

. 14( .0))t
. 12 (.04)t
-. 19 (. 12)
00 (.03)
1 88

3. 15
3 91
5.32

N
LL

1148
-1420. 17

Chi-Sq.

292 .81

0 I (two-tailed test) Standard errors in parentheses.
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reaches out to a portion of the public that would otherwise not be
interested in public affairs. The hope is that these individuals
would become better-informed participants in the democratic
process. Our preceding findings demonstrate that there is very
little evidence that SNM users are learning about public affairs,
and the results listed in Table 8 show that they tend not to vote
either. Drawing again from the Pew data, Table 8 shows that both
exposure to TN and HNM are significantly associated with the
tendency to vote more often. SNM exposure, on the other hand,
has a significant negative association with the voting frequency.
Again, this finding calls into question the democratic value of
SNM exposure during the primary season.

Conclusion
In the past few decades, presidential candidates have increasingly adopted a strategy of appearing on SNM programming in
order to raise their profile and attempt to garner support. While
Baum (2005) shows that this strategy is somewhat effective in
garnering support from certain facets of the uncommitted mass
public during the general election, our research suggests that the
SNM strategy is largely ineffective in raising one's profile during
the early primary season. This means, among other things, that
lesser-known candidates cannot raise their profile as effectively
as they seem to believe that they can by using the SNM strategy.
Instead, our findings suggest that exposure to SNM only correlates with knowledge of soft news events, and that SNM exposure is negatively associated with the tendency to vote. Exposure
on HNM such as cable and Internet news, on the other hand,
does display some potential for lesser-known candidates to effectively get their name out. Taken as a whole, our results suggest
that lesser-known presidential aspirants seeking their party's
nomination are best served by seeking exposure on the hard
news talk show circuit on radio and cable and establishing an
VOL.
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Internet presence. Entertainment-based SNM talk shows , it
seems , may be a waste ohime during the primaries .
Political communication research in the 1990s argued that
the new media held great potential to empower users and expand
the mass public's influence in the democratic process. Most of
this research also found that the potential was yet to be realized,
but held out hope that the next decade would yield more encouraging results. Regarding the Internet and cable news, it appears
that at least some of this potential has come to fruition . Both
venues allow individuals to gather greater amounts of legitimate
political information, and the Internet in particular offers a new
avenue for participation (contributing money) and deliberation
(biogs). However, it appears that the entertainment-oriented element of new media is undercutting some of the potential of the
new media . Although the entertainment-oriented new media are
no longer a fringe source of news, there is little indication that
their audiences are learning about political figures or issues - and
there is even less evidence that these individuals participate in
the political process .
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APPENDIX A
Demographic and Partisan Characteristics of Greenville, NC
(2000 and 2004)
Gree11vil/eNC:
2000U.S.
Ce11sus

Gree11vi/leNC:
2004Samp/e

U11itedStates:
2000U.S.
Ce11s11s

Sex

Male
Female

47.4%
52 6

61%
39

49. 1
50 9

38 .7
28 .9
32.4

26
31
42.9

28 .6
29.3
42 0

12.3*
15.4
14.5
12.3
7. 1

9.5

14 3
19.6
I 8.3
18.8
12.7
16.3

6.7•
14.2
16.0
13.4
8.6
12.4

55.0
29.0
16.0

37. 1
36.3
26.6

20. 1
25.2
20.8
24.6
9.3

5.1
17. 1
24 3
33.3
20.2

19.6
28 .6
210
21.8
8.9

62. 1
33.6
03.2

85.3
14.3

75 . 1
12.3
12.5

Household fllcome

Less than $25 ,000
$25.000 to $50 .000
Greater than $50 ,000
Age
18-24 Years
25-34 Years
35-44 Years
45-54 Years
55-64 Years
65 Years and Older
Partisa11le11tijicatio11
Democrat
Republican
Inde~ndent or Other
Educatio11a/Allai11111e11t
Nota HighSchoolGraduate
H1ghSchool Graduate
Some College
College Graduate
Graduate Degree
Race
White
Black
Hiseanic

ND

Note: Some column totals do not add up to I 00% because of rounding error. U.S.
and Greenville NC census data from <http://www.census.gov/>; Greenville NC
panisan identification (2004) data are registered voters as of January 27, 2004 , provided by Tony McQueen. Pitt County Board of Elections.
• Data for 20-24 year olds.
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APPENDIX B
Part I: Politics and ame Recognition

Q 1.1 "Generally speaking, do you consider yourself a Republican, a Democrat. an 111dependen1,or what?" ( I = Democrat: 2 = independent/apolitical/other:3 = Republ1can).
QI 2 "Several candidates are seeking the Democratic nommauon for president in 2004.
For various reasons not all citizens know who is running. Can you name one of the
candidates who is seeking the Democratic nomination for president?" (Record response. if any, exactly as given: do not prompt or help respondent in any way).
QI 3 "Keeping in mind that few people know all of the candidates, who else can you
name? (Accept and record as many names as the respondent gives, exactly as
given; do not prompt or help respondent in any way).
Part II: Information Sources

Q2.2. "Now I'd like to know how ollen you make use of different media sources. For
each that I read, please tell me if you watch or listen to it regularly, sometimes.
hardly ever, or never First, how often do you ..." (Circle appropriate choice for
each: regularly= 4; sometimes = 3; hardly ever= 2; never= I).
Q2 2a "Watch the national nightly network news on CBS, ABC or NBC? This is different from local news shows about the area where you live?"
Q2 2b. "Watch the local news about your viewing area which usually comes on before
the national news in the evening and again later at night?"
Q2.2c. "Watch entertainment news magazine TV programs."
Q2.2e "Watch late night TV shows such as David Letterman and Jay Leno or daytime
talk shows such as Rosie O'Donnell or Oprah Winfrey?"
Q2.2h "Read a daily newspaper?"
Q2 2i. "Listen to talk radio shows?"
Q2.2j. "Watch CNN?"
Q2.2k. "Watch MSNBC?"
Q2.21 "Watch the Fox News CABLE channel?"
Q2 2k. "Go online and get your news from the Internet or World Wide Web?"
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part 111:Pew Research Center Data Items

K11
011-h'd
ge i1e111
s:
A ··Do ) ou happen to know which political party has a maJority in the U.S House of
Kepresentatives?"
I = Yes, Republican [correct)
O= Other answer/Don't know

B "Do you know the name of the terrorist orgarnzation that is responsible for the September I I"' attacks on the United States?"
I = Yes, Al Qaeda [correct]
0 = Other answer/Don't know

c "In the recent trtal mvolving Martha Stewart, can you recall whether she was found
guilty, she was found innocent, or there was a mistnal?"
I =She was found guilty [correct]
O=Other answer/Don't know
Media £tposur e Items:

Note· The same scale applies to each question ( I
times: 4 = regularly).

=never: 2 = hardly ever; 3 = some-

Soft News Index: "I-low often do you..."

I. Watch late night TV shows such as David Letterman and Jay Leno?
2. Watch TV shows such as EntertainmentTonight or Access Hollywood?
3 Read The National Enquirer, The Sun, or The Star?
4 Read personality magazines such as People?
5 Watch news magazines shows such as 60 mmutes, 20/20, or Dateline?
Traditional Media Index: " How often do you..."

I. Watch the local news about your viewmg area which usually comes on
before the national news in the evening and again later at night?
2 Watch the NewsH011rwith Jim Lehrer?
3. Watch Sunday morning news shows such as Meet the Press. This Week
or Face the Nation?
4. Read magazines such as Time, U.S. News, or Newsweek?
5. Read political magazines such as the Weekly S1a11dardor The New Rep11blic?
6. Read a daily newspaper?
7 Watch the na11onalnightly network news on CBS, ABC, or NBC? This is
different from local news shows about the area where you live.
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Hard New Media Index: "I low ollen do you .."
I. Read the news pages of Internet service providers such as AOL News or
Yahoo News?
2. Read network TV news websites such as CNN.com, ABCncws com. or
MSNBC.com?
3 Read the websites of major national newspapers such as the USA Today com. New York Times.com, or the Wall Street Journal online?
4. Read the websites of your local newspaper or TV stations?
5. Read other kinds of news magazine and opmion sites such as Slate.com
or the Nauonal Review on line?
6. Watch cable news channels such as CNN, MSNBC, or the Fox News Cable Channel?

NOTES

I Tl11Swas deemed to be a sufficiently random sampling strategy, since accord mg to
U.S Census data, 97.6% of households have a telephone as of2000 and the percentage of
those having unlisted telephone numbers 1ssigmficantly less m rural as opposed to urban
areas (Asher, 2004:74-75). While random d1g1tdialing would have been preferable, access to RDD technology was not available. Our sampling strategy, however, has been
employed by earlier studies as a viable alternative to random digit dialing (see Lenart
I997). Also, we do employ the use of data from a nationally-representative sample of
adults obtained by the Pew Research Center as supplemental data to substantiate our
findings (Tables 7 and 8 in the "Findings" secuon of this analysis outline this analysis)
2. See Appendix B for question wording.
3. Most of these tendencies are not uncommon in telephone surveys with randomly selected participants {Asher 2004) The fact that males were over-represented is a function
of the fact that our sample was drawn from the telephone book and women are more
likely than men to have unlisted telephone numbers (Thomas and Pardon, 1994).
4 In some few cases, the respondent named a name that was not exactly correct but that
clearly indicated a familiarity with the candidate (for example, naming "Gerhart" instead
of "Gephardt"). In these cases the answer was accepted, since this mdicated that the
respondent could more than likely recognize the candidate in news coverage.
5 It could be argued that if the respondent was familtar with the field, the first candidate
mentioned would renect his or her preference for the nomination. This may be true, but
there is no way to parse this out in a survey without asking another question about candidate preference, which would then contaminate our strategy of measuring name recall.
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6 Our measure of Internet exposure was broad. but a vast maJority of respondents reported using ,,ebsites that would be considered "hard news " Our data indicate that less
than only 6 . 1 percent of Internet news users 111our sample reported using websites that
are published exclusively on the Internet. The majority of users go to web pages that
present information that is shared with hard traditional sources, particularly cable television and daily newspapers. Nevertheless, these web pages can still be considered "new"
media because they present information that can be delivered in various formats (e.g ..
audio, video). have greater choices in the selection of articles. and are oflen more extensive. repeutious. and 111nelythan their trad1t1onalcounterparts.
7 In this situation ordinary least squares regression is not an advisable estimation technique. The negative binomial model corrects for the limited nature of the dependent
variable and also esumates a second parameter. alpha. which accounts for over d1spers1on
(see Long. 1997. for a discussion of the benefits of the negative binomial count model
and over dispersion) When the over dispersion parameter 1s insignificant. the negative
binomial estimation is almost identical lo the more simple po1sson count model, which
does not account for over dispersion.
8 Candidates Carol Mosely Braun, Dennis Kucinich and Al Sharpton were excluded in
this model, but included in the overall count of candidates named
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